
 

 

 

Release Notes                       June 23, 2021 
 

This deployment may include new features, bug fixes, security enhancements, and data migration related 

issues.  The below list contains all the items that will go to Production on 06.23.21.  

 

[Business Enhancement] Auto-focus the cursor in the Search bar on all applicable pages in the app 

[Business Enhancement] Add a multi-select options for Clinics and Locations on the Reports pages so users 

can further customize reports  

[Business Enhancement] Add a new date filter to all reports called ‘Last 30 Days’ to match the default for all 

reports of Last 30 Days 

[Business Enhancement] Add a new Early Warning for Same & Similar Failed results altering the user that an 

ABN might be needed  

[Operational Enhancement] For Custom Forms, the saved attachments should be flattened and the Custom 

Form name prior to attaching should not be a link 

[Operational Enhancement] Add the date signed field to the DS finalized form 

[Future Functionality] Move keys for MIQ to the Clinic level 

[Future Functionality] ANCHE, add a Payment Method analysis pie chart 

[Future Functionality] ANCHE, omit rental products from the data 

[Future Functionality] ANCHE, add the ability to export data from the charts 

[Future Functionality] ANCHE, omit rental products from the Net Income by Payment graph 

[Future Functionality] Add a button to deep link to the MCA from the Inventory Counts page 

[Bug Fix] Editing patient’s email address in the PA demographics section updates the patient permanent 

record when the update patient record checkbox is not checked 

[Bug Fix] Manually entered patient email addresses are not persisting in the patient acceptance of terms 

modal after selecting the ‘Yes, email it’ button twice 

[Bug Fix] Error messages from Incapsula are not saved on our billing_response table 

[Bug Fix] Involved Side and Self Pay/TOS options are being skipped if you tab through the Product section on 

the PA 

[Bug Fix] Past Due and Due Soon Rental Product filters are throwing a 500 error 

[Chore] Dependabot security upgrade 1 

 


